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Abstract
Early and medieval Chinese medical authors produced, preserved, and transmitted medical information on 'nurturing the fetus' as an important aspect
of literature on 'nurturing life' and ensuring the continuation of the family lineage. This article demonstrates the origin and development of a textual tradition from the Mawangdui manuscripts in the early second century
BCE to early medieval formularies such as the Beiji qianjin yaofang and material found in the Japanese compendium lshimpi5. In this process, early
descriptions of the month-by-month development of the fetus and corresponding instructions for the mother were preserved almost literally, but
gradually supplemented with elements that reflected developments in medical theory and practice. These include correlations between months, five
phases, and internal organs according to the theory of systematic correspondences; detailed descriptions of acupuncture channels and points prohibited during each month of pregnancy; medicinal formulas for the prevention
and treatment of disorders of pregnancy; and, lastly, ten line drawings that
depict the monthly changes in the naked body of a pregnant woman and
her fetus, as well as prohibited acupuncture channels and points. Texts on
'nurturing the fetus' thus show the influence of cosmology and yin-yang theory, formulary literature, acumoxa charts and prohibitions, and vessel and
visceral theory, but most importantly, a growing attention to the genderspecific medical needs of female bodies in the context of 'formulas for
women.'

The medical interpretation and treatment of the female body in pregnancy is a topic rich with interpretive potential in any culture or
time. In the case of early and medieval China, our sources consist
of medical texts authored by male aristocrats. Under the heading of
'nurturing the fetus' (*.Ila yang tai), these authors discuss-in considerable detail and differentiated by each of the ten months of pregnancy-the development and nurturance of the fetus; the affected
internal organs, channels, and other parts of the mother's body; various prohibitions and recommendations regarding the mother's foods,
activities, sights, sounds, and emotions; as well as supplementary,
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preventative, and curative medicinal formulas for symptoms likely
to occur at specific times in pregnancy. This article discusses the
continuities and individual contributions of several examples of such
texts on prenatal care, from the earliest instance, a Mawangdui
~Lit manuscript predating 168 BCE, through the received early
medieval literature to citations of lost texts in the lshimpo 9•C.•1J
(Prescriptions from the Heart of Medicine), a Japanese compendium
of early medieval Chinese medical texts from 982 CE. In light of
this information, I address the following issues: Who were the authors
and audience for this literature? How was this literature, and the
knowledge transmitted therein, related to applied medical practice
and to medical and other theory? Or in other words, why was it
composed and how was it used?
The intentions of male medical authors for entering such an inherently female domain are difficult to reconstruct and must have varied by individual circumstances. Nevertheless, they were undoubtedly
influenced by two factors. First, as with any medical text, they must
have been motivated by the goal of promoting the health of the
population, of which women, infants, and the elderly were considered the weakest members and therefore in need of special care.
This notion is for the first time explicitly stated in the introduction
of the Beiji qianjin yao fang fft~-=f~~/J (Emergency Formulas Worth
a Thousand Gold Pieces; in the following abbreviated as Qianjinfang),
a monumental medical encyclopedia of thirty juan (scrolls) that was
composed c. 652 CE. In the second through fourth juan, it contains
the most comprehensive collection of 'formulas for women' (f!iiA:1J
faren fang) until the emergence of a full-blown gynaecology during
the Song period several centuries later. The author Sun Simiao
~J1U& explains in a statement that has been cited by almost every
classical gynaecological text since: 'The reason for the existence of
special prescriptions for women is that they are different because of
pregnancy, childbirth, and damage from vaginal bleeding. Therefore,
women's diseases are ten times more difficult to treat than men's.' 1
In addition to this paternalistic interest in the female body for its
own sake, early Chinese physicians and medical authors were naturally concerned with safeguarding and supervising female reproductive processes, as these were essential for the creation of male heirs

1

Beiji qianjin yaqfang 2: I.
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and the continuation of the family line. Female reproduction was
treated under the categories of fertility, pregnancy, and childbirth,
with considerable space devoted to instructions on 'nurturing the
fetus' during pregnancy, aimed at producing offspring-often preferably male-with sound physical, emotional, and moral characteristics.
Finally, the authors must have also been motivated from medieval
times on by the intention to preserve, collect, and transmit medical
information from the sage physicians of the past. As part of an established tradition of technical literature, texts such as the Qiaryirifang
should be read not as isolated products of personal creativity and
medical expertise, but rather as encyclopedic collections of formula
that were also reproduced in many other medical texts. Thus, Sun
Simiao, for example, most likely saw himself as the transmitter of a
large, but incoherent and disorganised body of often well-known formulas, which he merely compiled, re-organised, and explained in
short essays based on the cosmological, etiological, and therapeutic
ideas espoused in the contemporaneous theoretical medical literature.
Particularly in the context of fetal development, the following discussion will demonstrate that the early and medieval project of collecting and transmitting technical medical literature was not only
intended for concrete therapeutic purposes, but had larger social,
cosmological and philosophical ramifications. The texts discussed
below combine strands of philosophical and religious accounts of cosmogenesis and fetal development with literary traditions of medicinal
therapy in pregnancy and childbirth and of behavioural and dietary
taboos for the mother during pregnancy. In the last case of the illustrations in the lshimpo, they also draw on a rarely seen pictorial tradition of charts that mark the location of acumoxa points and channels
on the naked human body. Because of the multiple connections to
other medical and non-medical traditions, the influence of yang tai
literature extended therefore beyond a strictly medical readership.
Knowledge about the gestation of the fetus, of the proper development and management of the pregnant body, and of the particularities of the female body in its reproductive functions must have
been significant for a much broader audience of male elites, addressing their interests in personal yang sheng
(nurturing life, i.e., selfcultivation), in correlating the processes of creation and change in
the human body with the cosmic and political body, and in providing for the safety and success of their family lineage. In the following comparison of three major texts on prenatal care, I discuss

•1=:
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each text as a representative of this literary tradition, but also in the
specific context of its source, which influenced the emphasis and distinctive features of each.

The Taichanshu Mt~• (Book of Gestation and Birth) from
Mawangdui MH::tl
My first example stems from a group of manuscripts now generally
known as the 'Mawangdui medical manuscripts'. They were discovered by archaeologists in 197 3 as part of a book collection in the
tomb of a male member of the southern elite from Changsha -m:l'.P,
Hunan Province, that was closed in 168 BCE. The discovery and
subsequent study of this material allows us to trace the tradition of
medical prescription literature in general and of the management of
pregnancy and childbirth in particular all the way back to the early
Han period. Donald Harper's thorough treatment of this corpus has
sharpened our understanding of the significance and use of what he
calls 'recipe literature' (
fang shu), of the relationships between
different realms of technical expertise like astrology, medicine, and
yin-yang cosmology, and of the people who propagated this knowledge, the so-called 'masters of recipes' (1I± fang shi). 2 As Harper
points out, the possessors of a 'Way of Medicine' (Wilt yi dao) were
linked to other specialists of natural philosophy and occult learning
such as divination, demonology, alchemy, and cosmology on the basis
of their access to and familiarity with a written knowledge regarding the natural and supernatural world. Incidentally, this continuum
of knowledge is still reflected over 800 years later in the Q_iaryinfang,
which combines the theoretical concepts of correlative medicine with
Daoist alchemical preparations and macrobiotic exercises, complex
medicinal formulas, and astrological taboos, Sanskrit incantations,
and demonological spells. The often-cited biography of the famous
early Han physician Chunyu Yi rf-f-8: shows the essential role texts
played in the transmission of knowledge and the status of a physician as part of an esoteric teacher-disciple lineage. 3

n•

Harper 1998.
Shiji 105. Discussed in Sivin 1995; in Harper 1998, pp. 58-61; and in Hsu
2001.
2

3
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We can assume that the corpus of technical literature from
Mawangdui was authored by medical specialists coming from this
milieu. Among the medical texts is a silk manuscript on the subject
of fetal development and childbirth, which the modern Chinese editors have titled Taichanshu Jla~ff (Book of Gestation and Birth) on
the basis of its content. 4 This short text consists of two iatromantic
figure drawings for predicting the child's future (see fig. 1 p. 281) and
a chart for burying the placenta in auspicious astrological alignment,
followed by a month-by-month description of gestation, and miscellaneous prescriptions for burying the placenta, successful conception,
manipulating the fetus's gender, easing labour and delivery, and promoting the child's health.
The paragraph on the ten months of gestation is introduced as
advice for the reader on how to 'propagate people and engender
children'. After instructions on how to produce a male or female
fetus by timing sexual intercourse on the first and second day respectively right after the end of menstruation, the text then discusses the
development of the fetus and the prescribed behaviour, foods, and
environment of the mother for each of the ten months of pregnancy:
In the first month it is called 'flowing into the form'. Food and drink
must be the finest; the sour boiled dish must be thoroughly cooked.
Do not eat acrid or rank foods. This is called 'initial fixture'. In the
second month it first becomes lard. Do not eat acrid or stinking foods.
The dwelling place must be still. For a boy there must be no exertion, lest the hundred joints all ail. This is called 'first deposition'. In
the third month it first becomes suet, and has the appearance of a
gourd. During this time it does not yet have a fixed configuration, and
if exposed to things, it transforms. For this reason lords, sires and great
men must not employ dwarves. Do not observe monkeys. Do not eat
cong (onion) andjiang (ginger); and do not eat a rabbit boiled dish .... you
wish to give birth to a body, set out bow and arrow, ... male pheasant, mount a male horse, and observe the male tiger. If you wish to
give birth to a girl, wear hairpins and earrings at the waist, and wear
a pearl belt. This is called 'inner imaging to complete the child'. 5

As the table below shows, the text continues to give advice on the
mother's diet and behaviour for the following months, but in addition

4 Translated in Harper 1998, pp. 372-84, and printed and annotated in Ma
Jixing I 992, pp. 771-82 I.
5 Harper 1998, pp. 378-9.
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Fig. I. Two figures for predicting the newborn child's future. Mawangdui, Taichanshu (168 BCE).
Donald Harper, Ear!J Chinese Medical Literature, p. 373.
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associates the fetal development in each month with one of the Five
Phases in the order of conquest. 6 In the fourth month, the formation of blood is related to the bestowal of water; in the fifth, the
formation of qi to the bestowal of fire; in the sixth, the formation
of muscle to metal; in the seventh, the formation of bone to wood;
and in the eighth, the formation of skin to earth; in the ninth month,
the formation of hair is related to stone; and in the tenth, 'qi spreads
to form [?]'.
MONTH OF TAICHANSHU PRESCRIBED BEHAVIOUR
PREGNANCY DESCRIPTION
flows into form

2

becomes lard

3

becomes suet

-

finest food, thoroughly cooked.
'initial fixture'
no acrid/ stinking foods;
still dwelling and no exertion for boy.
'first deposition'
appears like gourd, without fixed
configuration;
transforms according to things;
no dwarves, monkeys;
no onion/ ginger /boiled rabbit.
'inner imaging to complete the child'

4

water; blood
forms

- eat rice, wheat, mud eel.
- to clarify blood and brighten the eyes

5

fire; qi forms

6

metal; muscles
form

7

wood; bone
forms

- eat rice and wheat, boiled beef and
mutton, and evodia;
- rise late and wash the hair;
- wear thick clothing and remain indoors;
- inhale heaven's rays at dawn and avoid
cold.
- to nurture qi
- exercise, wander outside;
- observe running dogs and horses.
- 'changing the skin's interstices and
muscle'
- occupy heated places;
- do not become immobilised.
- avoid cooling foods and drinks

6

The translations in this table are based on Harper 1998, pp. 378-9.
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Table (cont.)

MONTH OF TAICHA.NSHU PRESCRIBED BEHAVIOUR
PREGNANCY DESCRIPTION
8
9
10

earth; skin and
hide form
stone; filament
hair forms
qi spreads

- 'tightening the skin's interstices'

Different versions of this paragraph, sometimes in almost literal form,
are found in each of the later texts discussed in this article. Apart
from the instructions regarding pregnancy and childbirth that are
placed in this short text, formulas specifically addressing women's
health are virtually absent in the Mawangdui texts. 7 Given the rather
gender-neutral nature of early Chinese medicine (more on this below),
this should not surprise us. What is significant, however, is the fact
that the collection does contain an entire text devoted primarily to
the ritual aspects of childbirth but also contains instructions for the
mother's pregnancy.
Contrasted with the increasing amount of literature on 'formulas
for women' that was published from medieval times on, this might
indicate that at this early point in time, men tended to be less directly
involved in women's healthcare, with the exception of the areas
treated here. This pattern of male activity in only specific aspects
of women's healthcare is supported by Jender Lee's research on a
female sphere of healing between the Han and Tang periods, especially concerning the hands-on management of childbirth itself. 8 To
demonstrate the lack of direct involvement in childbirth by male
physicians, she recounts a story from the Waitai mryao, an eighthcentury text, on a doctor giving instructions to the labouring woman

7 The exceptions are formulas for female aphrodisiacs in the Yangsheng fang •g,_n
Recipes for Nurturing Life] (translated in Harper 1998, pp. 328-62) and <,aliao
fang Mlln Recipes for Various Cures] (translated in Harper 1998, pp. 363-71), as
well as a single reference to a gender difference in the manifestation of movement
in the Ceasing Yin vessel: 'When this (vessel) is moved, one ails from: in men,
inguinal swelling and shan; in women, swelling in the lesser abdomen.' (Harper 1998,
p. 209)
8 Lee 1999.
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from behind closed doors. 9 His main concern, and key contribution
to the successful labor and delivery in question, was apparently to
keep other women, i.e. female relatives, servants, and midwives, from
unnecessarily complicating birth by interfering in what he saw as an
inherently natural process.
The compilation of formulas for women in the seventh-century
Q.,iaryirifang also reflects this gendered division of labour when it came
to women's health. Sun Simiao lists a plethora of complex medicinal formulas for supplementation and treatment during pregnancy,
postpartum recovery, or for menstrual irregularity, vaginal discharge,
infertility, and similar problems, which clearly demonstrate his familiarity with and mastery of those areas. This was based on underlying notions of women's susceptibility to childbirth-related depletion
and exhaustion, to invasion by wind and cold, and to resulting stagnation and lack of flow, particularly in the context of the circulation of female blood as menstrual blood, nourishment to the fetus
during pregnancy, and breastmilk during lactation. In the context of
labour and delivery, the absence of formulas and, one might add,
of an implicit theoretical foundation from which to interpret childbirth complications, is striking. Instead, Sun cites such popular advice
as to squirt vinegar in the woman's face, yank her hair forcefully,
make her vomit or sneeze with various medicinals, or drink the
husband's boiled urine. In contrast to the above-mentioned areas of
gynaecology, the formulas in this section are unnamed, not differentiated by symptom, and not based on any therapeutic principle
besides arousing the woman or replenishing her exhausted energy.
Most likely, male literati like Sun Simiao recognised the limitations
of acumoxa and medicinal therapies in the potentially life-threatening
situation of childbirth and therefore left this area of women's healthcare in the hands of experienced and, according to Jender Lee's
research, well-respected and professionalised midwives.
To return to the early Han period and the Mawangdui manuscripts, the gendered body and the inherently feminine processes of
gestation and birth are the topic of discussion in several different
contexts, which are, however, never integrated into a systematic and
internally coherent theory to inform medical diagnosis or treatment

9

Lee 2002.
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of the female body, as in the case of the Qianjirifang. In addition to
the above-mentioned description of gestation, the Taichanshu contains
a handful of short recipes related to reproduction that concern such
topics as placenta burial, smooth delivery, ensuring the birth of a
child of a specific gender, and for fertility.
However, much greater attention is paid to the female body in
the context of sexual cultivation, because of its association with yin
~ and thereby with sexuality and the genitals. Even the treatment
of infertility, which is in the Qianjirifang mostly regarded as a problem of women's depletion and affliction with wind and cold to be
treated with warming and supplementing medicinal formulas, is in
the Mawangdui manuscripts treated in the sexual cultivation texts
directed at men, the so-called 'texts of the bedchamber' (fang;::,hong
shu ,/Jj 9" ff).
As detailed descriptions of sexual progression and female orgasm
show, the sexual stimulation and satisfaction of the woman was
regarded as important for men's ability to attain the full benefit in
the practice of joining yin and yang,' he yin yang *~Ill. The literary
images of the female body and genitalia conjured up in the beginning of the treatise He Yin Yang (Conjoining Yin and Yang), for example, can perhaps be seen as a reflection of this view of the female
body as the mysterious source of generative power and vitality so
essential to the male project of cultivating life. Thus, we read (in
Donald Harper's translation):
Ascend the stove trivet [a reference to the upper chest with breast and
arms?]; press the neck zone; stroke the receiving canister [the pelvic
region?]; cover the encircling ring [waist], descend the broken basin
[clavicle], cross the sweet-liquor ford [the navel or mammae?], skim
the Spurting Sea [qihai below the navel?]; ascend Constancy Mountain
[mons veneris, the rise of the female genitalia?]; enter the dark gate [the
vagina]; ride the coital muscle [a physiological structure inside the
vagina that can be stimulated by the penis]; suck the essence and spirit
upward. Then you can have lasting vision and exist in unison with
heaven and earth. IO

Sexual cultivation literature, aimed as it was at improving and maximising the health of the male body through self-cultivation, thus
described the female body with lyrical terminology and striking

10

Harper 1998, pp. 413-5.
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specificity. This can be contrasted not only to later gynaecological
literature, but also to what Charlotte Furth has described as the
model of androgyny in early classical medical theory, reflected in
the Huangdi nei Jing (Yellow Emperor's Inner Classic) from the Han
period, to which it was closer in time. 11 Here we find an androgynous ideal of generative power with homologous functions of yang
essence and yin blood in both sexes. Gender was only one of many
factors that influenced the balance of yin and yang in the individual
body, which was also affected by age, diet, climate, etc. The relative and complex nature of yin and yang in the macrocosm was replicated at the level of the individual human body, which also consisted
of many complementary yin/yang pairs, like inside/ outside, below I above,
blood/ qi, yin/yang channels, viscera/bowels. In both men and women,
the kidneys were considered as the most yin of all organs, associated
with generative vitality, primordial qi, and the genitals, which were
in both men and women referred to as yin qi ~a (yin instruments)
or yin chu ~- (yin place). In the Mawangdui cultivation texts, we
find a strong emphasis on the problem of degeneration of the yin
components of the body; hence restoring and boosting yin was emphasised over yang. Whether this early notion of yin decay can be related
to later medieval ideas about gender-specific medicine, and female
fragility in particular, requires further research.
In the theoretical medical classics from the Han period, the female
body was basically regarded as equivalent to the male, to be treated
identically in medicine. As Zhang Ji 5Rtl pointed out in the prescription text Jingui yaoliie ~-~~ (Essentials of the Golden Casket)
from the Eastern Han period, women's disorders located in the upper
and middle section of the body-like vomiting, lung abscesses, flank
pain, binding heat, or scaly skin-were no different from men's and
therefore to be treated with formulas found in the general sections.
Only conditions located 'below the girdle' ( t.¥f r dai xia), which mostly
referred to reproductive and digestive disorders, required special gender-specific treatment. 12

11
12

Furth 1999, p. 46.
Jinkui yaolue 22:8.
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Xu Zhicai zhuyue yang tai fang ttz.;tii~ 1fMt1i
(Xu Zhicai's Month-by-Month Formulas for Nurturing the
Fetus), quoted in Qj,anjinfang 2:3
This attitude towards women's bodies as basically equivalent to men's
remained unchallenged for several centuries. In addition, our knowledge of a literature devoted to women's health and as part of this,
to prenatal care, is limited by a lack of primary sources. Most texts
from this period are known only from references in the bibliographic
catalogues or isolated quotations in preserved texts. Undoubtedly,
the most comprehensive source of information on 'formulas for
women' for the early medieval period is the already mentioned
Qjanjirifang by Sun Simiao from the early seventh century CE. This
monumental encyclopedia with over five thousand entries in the form
of primarily medicinal formulas, interspersed with acumoxa prescriptions, household recipes, ritual instructions, and occasional short
essays contains three scrolls (or roughly ten percent) on 'formulas for
women' (f!IIA1i faren fang).
It was most likely intentional, to emphasise the centrality of women
for the continuation of life in general and the family lineage in particular through their reproductive functions, that Sun Simiao placed
these scrolls at the very beginning of the formula section. For the
first time in Chinese history, Sun stated specifically the need for
women to have 'separate formulas' (~1J1i hie fang). Allow me to quote
from the introductory essay to this section:
The reason for the existence of separate formulas for women is that
they are different because of pregnancy, childbirth, and vaginal flooding.
Therefore, women's disorders are ten times more difficult to treat than
men's ....
From the age of fourteen on, (a woman's] yin qi floats up and spills
over, (causing] a hundred thoughts to pass through her heart. Internally,
it damages the five organs; externally, it injures the disposition and
complexion. The retention and discharge of menstrual fluids is alternately early or delayed, obstructed blood lodges and congeals, and the
central pathways are cut off ...
In cases where seasonal qi has caused illness and where vacuity,
repletion, cold, or heat have caused a problem, (women are to be
treated] the same as men, the only exception being that, if they fall
ill while carrying a fetus in pregnancy, toxic drugs must be avoided ...
Nevertheless, women's cravings and desires exceed men's, and they
contract illness at twice the rate of men. In addition, they are imbued
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with affection and passion, love and hatred, envy and jealousy, and
worry and rancour, which are lodged firmly in them. Since they are
unable to control their emotions by themselves, the roots of their disorders are deep, and it is difficult to obtain a cure in their treatment. 13

Even the short excerpt presented here demonstrates how Sun Simiao
crafted an argument for the medical need to recognise the female
body as different, and therefore as requiring specialised treatment.
The underlying reasons for this are reflected in his treatments.
Following earlier writers like Zhang Ji, Sun Simiao also emphasised
the burden of the reproductive processes, that is, pregnancy, childbirth and the resulting haemorrhaging, and lactation. In addition,
Sun recognized that childbirth not only made the female body vacuous, but forced it open, thereby making it susceptible to an invasion by the external pathogens of wind and cold through the vagina.
From there, they entered the body, blocked blood and qi in the
channels, and affected individual organs, potentially for the rest of
women's lives. The most dangerous pathogen of all was, however,
internal, namely an entity called 'malign dew' ( S.11 e lu), which
referred to the rotting and highly toxic blood left over in the uterus
after childbirth. If it failed to be removed completely immediately
after childbirth, it was held responsible for such typical chronic female
conditions as blocked menstruation, vaginal discharge, abdominal
lumps, and infertility. Taken as a whole, Sun's gynaecological treatments therefore focus primarily on expelling the pathogens of wind,
cold, and 'malign dew'; on supplementing vacuities, especially of
blood, and boosting strength; and on restoring and promoting the
regular and uninhibited flow of blood during menstruation.
Because of the lack of primary sources, it is impossible in most
instances to determine to what extent Sun Simiao himself composed
these formulas or even the essays based on his personal medical
experience, or to what extent he merely compiled and synthesised
an already existing body of literature on formulas for women. In
either case, he clearly integrated notions from classical medical theory about the free flow of qi and blood, about balance and harmony, about the role of the internal organs and the channels, and
about the importance of preventative care and supplementation (as

13

Beiji qianjin yaefang 2: 1.
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opposed to drastic intervention) with an appreciation for femininity
in its association with yin, sexuality, and mysterious hidden processes
of generation and gestation that were essential to the literature of
physical, especially sexual, cultivation, into an existing but incoherent corpus of applied formulary literature.
One of the rare instances where we can trace the information
from the Qjanjirifang back to an earlier source is the section on 'nurturing the fetus' (•~yang tai), found in the third chapter. It begins
with a short essay on the importance of proper maternal behaviour
and environment in the third month of pregnancy when 'the fetus
changes and transforms in response to things and its disposition and
character are not yet fixed', followed by a list of dietary prohibitions
during pregnancy of a decidedly magical flavour (see the following
table).

FOOD CONSUMED
DURING PREGNANCY

RESULT

sheep liver
mountain goat meat
donkey /horse meat
mule meat
rabbit/ dog meat
chicken eggs or dried carp
chicken or glutinous rice
mulberries with duck eggs
sparrow meat with soy sauce

numerous hardships for the child
numerous illnesses for the child
extend months [of pregnancy]
childbirth complications
deafness and defective lips for the child
numerous wounds for the child
frequent tapeworms for the child
breech birth, coldness in the child's heart
numerous freckles and moles in the child's
face
short neck in the child
abort the fetus

turtle
chilled millet liquor

Following this list, the bulk of this chapter consists of a substantially
enlarged version of the account of gestation found in the Taichanshu,
here entitled 'Xu Zhicai's Month-by-Month Formulas for Nurturing
the Fetus' (~:t ~~~-~1J Xu ,Zhicai z/zuyue yang taifang). Xu Zhicai
was a physician in the Northern Qj period (550 to 577) who supposedly lived from 493-572. Well versed in the medical arts, he is
said to have specialised in medicinal formulary, in particular for
women and children. He is the author of several lost texts, such as
the Dui Yao !HI (A Comparison of Medicinals), Jia Chuan Mi Fang
*1'~1J (Secret Formulas Handed Down in the Family), Xiao Er
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Fang /Hen (Pediatric Formulas), etc., none of which have survived
except as quotations in other texts. The following quotation, which
concerns the fifth month of pregnancy, is intended as an example
for the similarities and differences to the Taichanshu:
In the fifth month of pregnancy, [the fetus] begins to receive the
essence of fire and uses it to develop its qi. [The pregnant woman]
must rise late from her sleep; she must thoroughly wash her hair, bathe
herself, and wash her clothes; withdraw to a remote location for her
dwelling; and wear thick clothing. In the morning, she must inhale
the rays from heaven in order to avert cold disaster. She should eat
meals of glutinous rice and wheat and should drink beef and mutton
broth, [cooked] with evodia, and balanced in the five flavors. This is
what is called nurturing qi to stabilize the five viscera. 14

This is an almost literal copy of the Taichanshu version, expanded
only by a few words and the final explanation that it is intended to
'stabilize the five viscera'. However, the text now continues:
In the fifth month of pregnancy, the Foot Greater Yin Vessel nourishes [the fetus], and you must not needle or burn moxa on this channel. The Foot Greater Yin [Channel] is associated with the spleen.
During the fifth month, the child's four limbs are all being developed. [The woman] must avoid both great hunger and over-eating;
she must not eat dried or parched food; she must not get overheated;
and she must not become taxed and fatigued.
In the fifth month of pregnancy, for dizziness in the head, a deranged
heart, and retching and vomiting, which are related to the presence
of heat; for abdominal fullness and pain, which are related to the presence of cold; for frequent urination; sudden fear and panic; pain in
the four limbs; [aversion to] cold and heat [effusion]; stirring of the
fetus in unusual places; abdominal pain; oppression, stumbling and
tendency to fall, and sudden presence of vaginal discharge, Ass Hide
Glue Decoction is the governing formula.

FORMULA

ass hide glue (i!iiJJIJ giao) 4 Liang
inula ("!tfft.-:tf. xuarifuhua) 2 ge
ophiopogon (~r~~ maimendong)
ginseng (.A.• renshen) 1 Liang
evodia (~~~ wuzh,uyu) 7 ge

14

sheng

Beiji qianjin yQ()fang 2:3.
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fresh ginger (~ shengjiang) 6 Liang
Chinese angelica ('l'M danggui)
peony (~• shaoyao)
licorice (it• gancao)
scutellaria ( Ji~ huangqin) 2 Liang each
Pound the ten ingredients above and decoct the drugs in nine sheng
of water until reduced by half. Add three sheng of clear liquor as well
as the ass hide glue and simmer on a small flame to obtain three-anda-half sheng. Divide into four doses and take before· meals, three times
during the day and once at night. After this, [she should] recover. If
there is no difference [in her condition], take another [preparation].
Another [version of this formula]: Butcher one black hen, take the
blood from its throat, and put it in the liquor. Cook the chicken in
the water and then simmer the drugs in this until reduced by half.
Add the liquor and ass hide glue and simmer it to obtain three-anda-half sheng. Divide into four doses.
In cases of any injury to the fetus during the fifth month, [the
patient] should take Center-Quieting Decoction as a precaution.

As this example shows, the information from the Taichanshu is thus
elaborated on with several additional features, all of which appear
for each of the ten months of gestation. These textual layers reflect
developments in medical knowledge that occurred between the compositions of these two texts, that is, between 168 BCE and the fifth
to sixth centuries CE.
First, each month of gestation has become associated with a specific
channel, which must not be manipulated by acupuncture or moxibustion during that month as it is responsible for nurturing the fetus.
As other examples of acupuncture prohibition texts such as the
Dunhuang medical manuscripts or the 'Method for avoiding cautery
and pan [i.e. needling] according to the waxing and waning of the
moon' in the Huangdi Hama jing
(Yellow Emperor's Toad
Canon) 15 show, the practice of acupuncture had become so widespread by early medieval times that physicians felt the need to publish entire texts on acupuncture prohibitions, to warn against the
reckless practice and abuse of this therapy during specific times and
occasions. This genre will be discussed in greater detail in the context of acupuncture charts below.
Next, the essay offers an alternative account of fetal development,
which must have stemmed from a different and later source, as it

•*~•m

15

Lo 2001.
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occasionally contradicts the earlier account, but reflects standard medical theory as it developed during the Han period. These advances
concern particularly the correlation of specific channels with viscera
and physiological functions, as explained in classics such as the Huangdi
nei jing. For example, the spleen is credited with the formation of qi
and blood; its channel thus appears as a logical choice for this month,
given the introductory statement that the fetus in the fifth month
develops its qi. This, in turn, correlates nicely to the following statement that the limbs are being developed in this month, since, as the
Huangdi nei jing states, 'the four limbs are endowed with qi by the
stomach [which is linked to the spleen]'. 16 However, during the Han
period, the spleen became associated with earth, while the stage of
gestation in the first part of the account above, which is based on
the Taichanshu version, is associated with fire. In early China, the
five phases were predominantly arranged in the sequence of conquest: Water conquers fire, which conquers metal (by melting it),
which conquers wood (by cutting it), which conquers earth (by the
use of wooden plows), and so on. This is directly reflected in the
sequence of the months of gestation in the Taichanshu from the fourth
to the eighth month, where water (the fourth month) conquers fire
(the fifth month), which conquers metal (sixth month) and so on.
This sequence of gestational development is unrelated to the progression of channels and visceral functions found in the expanded
medieval version, which, from the fifth month on, follows the cycle
of generation (fire > earth > metal > water > wood) through paired
yin and yang channels as explained in the Nanjing -~ (Classic of
Difficulties) progression of pulse diagnosis.17 Xu Zhicai's text thus
combines two alternate yet unrelated sequences, both of which progress
in accordance with the five-phase system of correspondences and
with standard medical theories of their times.
Attached to the essays, each month's account contains two medicinal formulas, one as a preventative treatment for symptoms likely
to occur during that month, and the second as 'a treatment in case
of any damage to the fetus during that month'. The list of symp-

Suwen 29.
Nary'ing 18. See also the translation and commentaries in Unschuld 1986, pp.
243-58, esp. the table on p. 256.
16
17
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toms in particular illustrates nicely the sophistication and concern
with which male physicians studied and observed the course of a
woman's pregnancy, in order to alleviate as much of the strain of
childbearing as possible. In contrast to earlier formularies such as
the Jingui yaoliie, the specificity of Sun Simiao's lists of symptoms,
and particularly the association of individual symptoms with specific
etiologies, is remarkable. For this development, we can most likely
thank Chao Yuanfang Jlft1J, the author of the ,Zhubing Yuanhou Lun
ffi~illf~~ (On the Origins and Symptoms of the Various Diseases),
which was composed only decades before the Qjaryirifang around 610
CE. As the title implies, this text discussed medicine from the perspective of etiology and symptomology, and was the first to attempt
a systematic categorisation of specifically female disorders in eight
scrolls. This text contains yet another version of the month-by-month
description of gestation, very similar to the Q,iaryirifang. By comparison to that text, it lacks the formulas, but instead gives advice on
pulse diagnosis, beginning with the third month of pregnancy. This
merely reflects the nature and intention of each text, the former
being a formulary focused on therapy and the latter essentially a
symptomology concerned with the classification of disease. To return
to the Q,iaryirifang, the lists of symptoms that introduce the first formula for each of the ten months of pregnancy are represented in
the following table:

MONTH OF CAUSES AND SYMPTOMS, TO BE TREATED
PREGNANCY BY FOLLOWING FORMULA

2

3

- excessive cold > pain
- excessive heat > sudden panic
- heavy lifting > waist pain, abdominal fullness, tightness
of the womb, sudden vaginal discharge
- cold > decay of fetus without completion
- heat > withering and decay of fetus
- wind-strike cold > stirring and agitation, fullness of the
heart, suspended tension below the navel, rigidity and
pain in the waist and back, sudden vaginal discharge,
rapidly fluctuating chills and fevers
- cold > blue feces
- heat > difficult urination, which is red or yellow
- sudden fright/fear/anxiety/worrying, flights of temper
and rage, joy, stumbling and falls, stirring in the vessels, abdominal fullness, soreness and pain around the
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Table (cont.)

MONTH OF CAUSES AND SYMPTOMS, TO BE TREATED
PREGNANCY BY FOLLOWING FORMULA

4

-

5

-

6

-

7

-

8

-

9

-

navel, pain in the waist and back, sudden vaginal discharge
cold > irritation below the heart, desire to retch, fullness in the chest and diaphragm, lack of appetite
heat > difficult and frequent dribbling urination, soreness
and tension below the navel
sudden wind cold > stiffness in the nape and neck, sensation of cold and heat
stirring of the body due to fright, pain in the waist,
back, and abdomen, fetus ascending and pressing against
the chest, heart vexation and lack of calmness, sudden
vaginal discharge
heat > dizziness in the head, heart derangement, retching and vomiting
cold > fullness and pain in the abdomen, frequent
urination
sudden fear and panic, pain in the four limbs, chills and
fevers, fetal stirring, abdominal pain, oppression, stumbling and falls, sudden vaginal discharge
sudden stirring and disquietude, intermittent chills and
fevers, fullness of the intestines, generalised swelling,
fright and fear, sudden vaginal discharge, abdominal
pain as if in labour, vexing pain in hands and feet
sudden fright and fear, abdominal pain, sudden vaginal
discharge, reversal cold in hands and feet, pulse as if in
cold damage conditions, vexing heat, abdominal fullness, shortness of breath, stiffness in nape, neck, waist
and back
wind cold or offended prohibitions generalised pain,
abruptly fluctuating chills and fevers, fetal stirring and
disquietude, dizziness and headaches, cold around the
navel, frequent urination, shuddering from cold, cold
problems, pain in the waist and back, unsteady eyesight
sudden diarrhoea, abdominal fullness, suspension and
tightness, fetus rising to surge against the heart
waist and back pain, inability to turn or bend, shortness
of breath

The parallel structure and wording of information for each month
in this chapter suggests that these formulas were an integral part of
the text called 'Xu Zhicai's Month-by-Month Formulas for Nurturing
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the Fetus', but the full extent of Sun Simiao's involvement in shaping this chapter is impossible to reconstruct since we do not have
access to the original. Given the fact that the Q,iaryirifang is the only
instance where formulas are added to the text, it is quite possible
that Sun Simiao himself inserted the formulas to make the text more
fitting for the framework of his book. Since the descriptions of gestation, the association with the channels and viscera, and the behavioural and dietary prohibitions are found in almost identical wording
in other texts that precede the Qjanjirifang, we can at least be certain that these aspects of 'Xu Zhicai's Month-by-Month Formulas'
were adopted from an earlier source.
The chapter concludes with five formulas classified as 'formulas
for making the fetus slippery' (ffl!lafi hua tai yao), a technical term
for a category of medicines that were intended to prepare for and
ease delivery, but could only be taken in the last month of pregnancy to avoid inducing miscarriage. The following is a typical example and standard prescription for ingestion only during the last month
of pregnancy:

fJ-~•

Salvia Paste (
danshen gao)
Salvia paste is a formula for nourishing the fetus, to be taken in the
month of delivery, making the fetus slippery and easing childbirth.
salvia (fJ-~ danshen) 0.5 jin
chuanxiong C~W xiongqiong)
Chinese angelica (1UI danggui) 3 Liang each
zanthoxylum (Ill$! sh,giao) (for heat conditions, use hemp seed instead) 5 ge
Pound the four ingredients above and let them steep in clear liquor
overnight. To complete [the formula], simmer the drugs in four sheng
of pig lard over a small flame until the paste becomes red. When it
looks like blood, the paste is done. Squeeze it through a new cloth
and discard the dregs. Every day, take an amount the size of a jujube,
put it in liquor and ingest it. You must not take this [medicine] contrary to these instructions, and you can only take it when the month
[of childbirth] has arrived. It has been used since ancient times with
consistent results. 18

~•*•~

According to the classification of these drugs in the Shennong bencao
Jing
(Divine Farmer's Classic of Materia Medica), a materia
medica text from the Later Han period, the ingredients used in this
18

Beiji qianjin yaofang 2:3.
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formula are intended to boost qi, break up accumulations, treat
counterflow ascent of qi, supplement the viscera, treat impediment
and blood blockage, and warm the centre. 19 If we read the intended
action of this formula backwards, it again illustrates Sun Simiao's
conception of the fem ale body as being susceptible to taxation, vacuity and lack of flow, which was often related to the presence of wind
or cold evil and therefore had to be treated with supplementing,
warming, and disinhibiting medicinals.
In the formulas in the Qianjirifang, we can already see the roots of
a gynaecology that emerged full-blown in the Song period as a
respected medical specialisation with its own literature and a sophisticated and coherent theory centred on the notion of female blood.
Sun Simiao was not a practising gynaecologist but most likely merely
a medically inclined writer and thinker (at least as far as the treatment of women is concerned) who collected and synthesised formulas and other treatments for the sake of easing the burden women
suffered, in his eyes, due to their central role in childbearing. His
main focus in the 'formulas for women' was to offer medicinal formulas and other treatments that allowed his male elite audience to
ensure the health and safety of all members in their household, with
the ultimate goal of producing a long and plentiful line of descendants healthy in mind and body to continue the family line. The
significance of knowledge on nurturing the fetus in this context is
obvious. The QiaT!)"irifang is primarily a practice-oriented collection of
formulas and therefore mostly contains formulas, grouped by similarity of highly specific symptoms. Only in rare cases and to stress
the importance of a particular subject does Sun insert running text
in short essay form that elaborates on the reasoning behind a treatment, on the significance and general guidelines of a particular category of symptoms or on information provided in the formulas. For
example, he begins the section on fertility with an essay that discusses the various astrological prohibitions that need to be followed
by husband and wife in order to produce healthy offspring. Similarly,
at the beginning of the section on childbirth we find a discussion of
the various religious and social prohibitions to be followed during
this potentially life-threatening process. The information on gestation
discussed above stands out as perhaps the single longest quotation
of a single, non-formula text in the 'formulas for women'. Sun (or

19

See the individual entries in the Shermong bencao jing.
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perhaps the source from which he quoted) merely made the account
of gestation more practice-oriented with the insertion of formulas for
each month.

The Renshen mai tu yue jin fa ~#i.lllllJIM~ (Charts of the
Channels and Methods of Monthly Prohibitions During
Pregnancy), quoted in lshimpo 23: 1
A third example of an early text on 'nurturing the fetus' is found
in the lshimpo 9,C,,jj (Formulas from the Heart of Medicine). This
Japanese compilation of medieval Chinese medical texts, completed
in 982 by Tanba no Yasuyori :ft~Jlffi, is one of the most important sources for fragments of otherwise lost early Chinese gynaecological literature. 20 It was created by the imperial acupuncturist at
the Japanese court who appears to have limited his role mostly to
compiling the Chinese texts without editing or imposing his own
medical ideas on the material. This is most likely related to the fact
thatJapanese indigenous medicine was, at that time, still in its infancy
and texts from China were therefore treated with reverence and
transmitted faithfully. In the context of formulas for women, found
in juan 21-24, the lshimpo is of the greatest significance, with quotations not only from such well-known received texts as the Qjanjirifang
and the ,?,hubing yuanhou lun, but also from several lost texts, including the Chanjing 4~ (Classic of Childbirth). Directly concerning the
topic of this article, the first chapter of juan 23, titled 'charts of the
channels and methods of monthly prohibitions during pregnancy', is
marked as a quotation from this text, which therefore needs to be
introduced briefly.
The dating of the Chanjing is still subject to debate. A text called
Chanjing is recorded in the bibliographic catalogue of the Sui dynasty
as an anonymous work of one scroll of iatromantic content. 21 However,
the editors of the Huaxia • • edition of the lshimpo correctly point
out that the quotations there are primarily concerned with the treatment of pregnancy, obstetrical, and postpartum disease and are furthermore too substantial to have been contained in only one scroll.
It is therefore unlikely that this text was the source for the lshimpo
citations. As an alternative, the oldest Japanese bibliography from

° For a detailed

2

21

analysis of the sources for the text, see Ma Jiicing 1985.
Tanba no Mototane 1983, p. 963.
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the late ninth century mentions another Chanjing in twelve scrolls
that was authored by De Zhenchang tt!~m. For a variety of reasons,
this text is most likely identical to the one referred to by Tanba no
Yasuyori. Unfortunately, De Zhenchang is not found in the historical records and we can therefore not determine the precise date of
the composition of the Cha1'!]·ing at this point. Nevertheless, because
the Charying citations in the lshimpii contain quotations from the Ge
shi fang lHl:;::1i (Formulas by Mr Ge), a text composed by Ge Hong
l!#l;, we know at least that the text must have been composed after
the lifetime of Ge Hong (261-341). 22 The various citations of this
text in the lshimpii present a wide range of childbirth-related formulas similar in style to those found in the Qjpnjiefang.
The quotation that is titled 'charts of the channels and methods
of monthly prohibitions in pregnancy' offers another textual variant
of the description of gestation and instructions for nurturing the fetus
that we first encountered in the Taichanshu and then in the ,Zhubing
yuanhou lun and Qianjiefang. The differences between the original textual layer in these three texts are so small as to be mostly insignificant.
For example, the fetus in the fifth month is said, according to the
Taichanshu, to receive the essence of fire and form qi (mt• cheng qi).
Both the ,Zhubing yuanhou lun and the Qianjiefang add only one character, which however does not affect the meaning of the phrase:
mtJUl cheng qi qi (form its qi). Most likely based on a scribal error,
the Cha1'!]·ing states that the fetus 'fills in blood and qi (t&.Ifn.._ )'. This
contradicts the statement in all three texts for the fourth month,
where the fetus is said to 'fill in blood' ( t&.Ifn. cheng xue, in the Taichanshu)
and to 'fill the blood in the channels' ( t&.Ifn.ME cheng xue mai, in the
Chanjing, Qianjiefang, and ,Zhubing yuanhou lun). For another example
of what appears to be a textual corruption in the Chanjing, the Cha1'!]'ing
states that the sinews and bones are completed in the sixth month,
while the bone and marrow are completed in the seventh month.
The Taichanshu and Qiaryiefang both state that the sinews are completed in the sixth month and the bones in the seventh.
The following table illustrates the variations in the account of gestation from the fourth to the ninth month between the texts, juxtaposing it with standard correlative theory, as it was settled in the
Huangdi nei jing around the tum of the Common Era. 23
22
23

See the quotation of the Chanjing in Ishimpii 25.
Unschuld 2003, pp. 99-123.
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MONTH

PHASE

STANDARD
THEORY:
-

4

water

TAICHA.NSHU

QIAN]INFANG

CHAJ(JING

blood

blood/
channels
- hand lesser

blood/
channels
- hand lesser

VISCUS

- body part
- kidney
- bone

yang

5

fire

- heart
- channels

qt

yang

- triple burner . - upper
burner
blood and qi
qi
- foot greater
- foot greater

yin
6

metal

- lung
- skin and
hair

sinews

7

wood

- liver
- smews

bones

yin

- spleen
sinews
- foot yang
brilliance
- stomach
bones
- hand greater

yin

8

earth

9

stone

- spleen
- flesh

skin and hide

filament hair

- spleen
sinews and bone
- foot yang
brilliance
- stomach
bones and marrow
- hand greater

yin

- lung
- lung
skin and hide
- handyang
brilliance
- large intestine
hair on the skin
- foot lesser yin
- kidney

skin and hide
- hand yang
brilliance
- large intestine
hair on skin
- foot lesser yin
- kidney

From this comparison, we can deduce several facts. First, the information is consistent within the three citations of the account of gestation found in the Taichanshu, down to an almost exact wording.
This suggests that all three of them were based on a source that
was transmitted in writing and therefore quoted literally. The minor
deviations appear to be scribal errors of the type frequently found
when comparing several versions of the same text in medieval medical literature. Second, the inclusion of the standard five phases (water,
fire, metal, wood, and earth) in this account shows that it was
influenced by the theory of systematic correspondences. Moreover,
the progression of phases follows the standard order according to
the cycle of conquest (ffi~ xiang ke). Nevertheless, the significance
of the five-phase system of correspondences remains superficial;
the associations between phase, body constituent, and dietary and
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behavioural prohibitions do not accord with standard classical theory. The information on the channels prohibited for acumoxa treatment in each month must be a later textual layer and is therefore
not found in the Tauhanshu quotation. The channel names and organ
associations are identical in both later sources and moreover accord
directly with standard medical theory. They must therefore stem
from a source that postdates the composition of the Huang di neijing.
This coincides with the fact that both the Qiary'irifang and the Ishimpo
credit a post-Han text as their source. As we do not know the exact
dates of composition for their source texts, it is impossible at this
point to determine the original author of this textual layer on acumoxa prohibitions. We only know that between the fourth and sixth
centuries this text must have circulated widely enough to be quoted
with slight variations by two different authors, both of whose sources
are now lost. Both the Q,ianjirifang and the lshimpi5 quotations contain
textual elements in the sections on acumoxa prohibitions that are
not found in the other source. This could mean an even earlier date
for the composition of yet another original source, predating both
Xu Zhicai (said to have lived from 493 to 5 72) and De Zhenchang
(between 341 and 589, the beginning of the Sui dynasty). It could
also indicate that the two sources came from different textual traditions, namely that Sun Simiao's source was a formula collection and
Tanba no Yasuyori's source an acumoxa manual. However, given
the fact that Tanba was the official acupuncturist at the imperial
court and therefore had a personal interest in acupuncture over medicinal formulas, it is also possible that the additional acumoxa-related
information was inserted by him, whether it originated from his own
hands or from yet another source.
In addition to the text found in the other sources, the Ishimpi5 citation of the Charging contains two further elements, an exact, pointby-point description of each channel's location and, more importantly,
an illustration that depicts, for each month, the prohibited acumoxa
points. These ten illustrations are the earliest extant visual representations of the naked female body in Chinese medicine. In addition to the point location, which are connected by red channel-like
lines, the sparse line drawings also show the overall changes in the
pregnant woman's body and anatomical features significant in any
particular month, such as the corresponding internal organ. They
also depict in detail the changes in the development of the fetus,
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from a small round lump to an increasingly humanlike fetus with
gradually differentiating limbs, by the seventh month with distinct
extremities, by the eighth month with tiny dots presumably representing the orifices in the skin that are said, in the accompanying
text, to develop during this month, and finally to a fully developed
monkey-like figure in the tenth month, drawn sitting up because it
is too big to fit in the abdomen lengthwise. By the tenth month, the
mother is depicted as a markedly voluptuous figure drawn in curvy
lines from the side, with partially visible but clearly enlarged breasts,
a spinal chord sagging from the weight of the fetus, bulging thighs,
and an abdomen that is protruding so far outward and downward
as to be clearly an uncomfortable and temporary stage, to be succeeded shortly by delivery.
Several points can be noted from these drawings. First, the information conveyed in the pictures far exceeds their supposed aim,
according to the title of this chapter, namely to chart the channels.
Instead, they also provide a visual account of the changes in a
woman's body and in the development of the fetus during the ten
months of gestation, complementing the medical advice found in the
text. The illustrations can therefore be considered as yet another
layer of information on prenatal care that was based on the account
first found in the Taichanshu. They testify to the interest with which
male physicians treated and investigated the fem ale body in its reproductive functions.
Second, the drawings are executed with such attention to anatomical detail, while still in accordance with the accompanying text, that
they must have been based on clinical experience and continued
observation of the naked female body as it passed through the ten
months of pregnancy.
Third, for each month the artist has depicted the entire fem ale
body, the fetus, the prohibited points connected by lines that resemble standard acumoxa channels, as well as different anatomical features that play a special role in the nurturance of the fetus during
that month. This suggests a notion of pregnancy as affecting the
female body as a whole, in ever-changing constellations of supply
and demand of vital substances from the entire body via the channels to the fetus, instead of just being limited to the provision of
blood and qi from the kidneys to the uterus. In any given month,
the fetus is shown as surrounded, suspended, held in place, or even
cradled by a particular channel, visually reinforcing the idea that the
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channel is nurturing and protecting it in that month and may therefore not be touched with acupuncture or moxibustion. Before the
days of ultrasound, these pictures must have been highly suggestive
and formative in the reader's mind.
Lastly and perhaps most importantly, the absence of any clothing
or drapes to partially conceal the body is striking, given the general
modesty in early and medieval Chinese art. The stark nudity of these
images is reinforced by the posture of the woman, depicted from
the front (except for the last two pictures which show her from the
back and side) in an upright position that reveals the full details of
her figure. The early history of medical illustrations in China is full
of gaps and question marks and has yet to be written. The Mawangdui
manuscripts constitute the earliest evidence of medical drawings of
the human body in China, namely several pictures of different postures in the context of physical cultivation ( l#i3I ii daoyin tu), a poorly
preserved stylised depiction of the vagina, and a similarly damaged
picture of two figures for prognosticating the newborn child's future. 24
For the following centuries, evidence is too fragmentary to reconstruct a pictorial tradition. The bibliographic catalogue of the Sui
dynasty is the first to contain references to illustrations, none of which
have unfortunately survived to the present. The titles suggest primarily
illustrations for depicting acumoxa point locations, known generally
under the title mingtang tu aJt!l!:111 (Charts of the Hall of Brightness)
and mentioned in such received classics as the Qianjirifang and Waitai

mryao.
For the closest stylistic relatives to the ten Chanjing charts of the
pregnant body, we have to tum to depictions of the naked male
body, of which several have survived on manuscripts: 25 The earliest
extant Chinese moxibustion charts are found among the medical
manuscripts at Dunhuang, titled Jiefa tu ff{~III (Charts of Moxibustion
Methods, S6 l 68 and S6262). Similar to the Chanjing charts, the bodies are depicted with simple line drawings that reveal such anatomical structures as the nipples, sternum, and ribs, show the typical
medieval hairstyle of topknots on each side of the head, and mark
the important acumoxa points for treatment with dots on the figure
24 MS 11.C, end of MS III, and the beginning of MSV respectively. See Harper
1998, pp. 317-27, 362, 373, and 376-7 respectively. For a reconstruction of the
depiction of the vagina, see also Ma Jiicing 1992, p. 748.
25 For a more detailed description of these images, see Lo 2001, pp. 75-81.
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and lines extending to the side of the image where the points are
named. While the genitals in these figures are covered with tiny loincloths, another moxibustion chart (P3589, titled Xinji Beiji jiujing
fMltffu~~~, 'Classic of Emergency Moxibustion, Newly Collected')
depicts an elderly male figure in stark nudity, in the context of a
treatise on physiognomy. All images from Dunhuang share a style
of depicting the body reminiscent of images of meditating Buddhas.
For a last, even more closely related image of the naked human
body in a Chinese medical text, we can look at the Huangdi hama
jing 1i*iti ..~ (Yellow Emperor's Toad Classic), which exists in a
single surviving copy as a Japanese woodblock print from 1823.
Sharing not only pictorial, but also textual similarities with the Charying
quotation as another example of medical prohibition literature, this
text discusses the days and times during which acumoxa treatment
is contraindicated due to astrological prohibitions. Like the Dunhuang
drawings discussed above, it marks acumoxa points on the human
body and connects these with lines to names on the side, thus clearly
being intended for practical application. Unlike the Charying charts,
neither of these images depict channels nor reflect any association
with vessel and visceral theory. It is therefore possible that they originated in a more popular context of medical practice than the scholarly elite tradition of texts like the Qjaryirifang.
A last question concerns the authenticity of the images in the
Charying, given the fact that the text was not printed on woodblock
until 1859. The earliest version of this text currently extant is the
Seikido Library Scroll .r£JUlt::t,.*, which is based on a reconstruction
that was made with the help of several manuscript copies after the
original Ishimpii was destroyed in a palace fire in 1145. In this version (duplicated in the images above) the pregnant woman is drawn
in a Chinese style, with a chignon typical for the period of its composition in China. This would suggest that the copiers of the charts
made every effort to remain faithful to the Chinese original. By contrast, another version of the images, found in the so-called Cabinet
Library Scrolls t!fl1I'.m:3t)!fi:;$:, based on a copy made in 1791 from
yet another manuscript, depicts a woman with long flowing hair and
pubic hair in a style clearly reminiscent of contemporaneous Japanese
art (see fig. 3).
The images we are looking at are therefore Japanese copies, multiple times removed from the early medieval Chinese original. We
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(t1fU!¥:>(fift~ J: D)
Fig. 3. Drawings of the female body in the third and tenth months of
pregnancy, with the fetus and prohibited acumoxa channels. Ishimpo 23: 1
(982 CE). Cabinet Library Scroll (1791 CE).
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also need to consider the fact that the Chinese original of the lshimpo
version, that is, the Chanjing quotation, was already a composite of
at least three textual layers that we have identified above, namely
the account of gestation found in the Taichanshu, the information on
the channels that is found both in the Qjary'irifang and the lshimpo,
and lastly the additional information on acumoxa point locations and
the charts, which are only found exclusively in the lshimpo. Considering
the stark nudity of the images and the fact that the compiler of the
lshimpo, Tanba no Yasuyori, was personally invested in the practice
of acupuncture, it might be tempting to dismiss the images as Japanese
insertions into a Chinese original source. However, the Dunhuang
charts of acumoxa locations discussed above prove not only that an
indigenous Chinese tradition of depicting nudity in a medical context existed, but also that acupuncture texts were indeed used and
applied in conjunction with charts very similar in style to the images
in the lshimpo. In addition, numerous studies of the relationship
between the lshimpo and its Chinese sources have shown that Tanba
no Yasuyori did indeed merely compile his Chinese sources, possibly due to the fact that he respected the knowledge transmitted
therein too much to impose his own personal ideas on the information. I therefore see no reason for discounting the information
gained from the Chanjing pregnancy charts in a discussion of medieval
Chinese gynaecology. The only exceptions to this argument are the
red lines connecting the named points in the illustrations. As Jender
Lee has argued, it is quite possible that these were inserted by the
compiler, Tanba no Yasuyori. 26

Conclusion
In spite of the lack of primary sources, the continuity of content
between the accounts of gestation and month-by-month prohibitions
during pregnancy in the Taichanshu, the Qjanjirifang, and the Chanjing
suggests an uninterrupted literary tradition of increasing complexity,
reflecting male interest and involvement in women's reproductive
processes. The context, purpose, and audience of this literature
changed over the centuries, influencing the focus of a particular text,

26

Lee 2004, esp. pp. 495-505.
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but the similarities and at times literary equivalence stand out. To
summarise, the earliest extant example of this literature on 'nurturing the fetus' is found in the Mawangdui manuscript called Taichanshu.
This text constitutes the earliest and consistently repeated core of
yang tai literature, namely the month-by-month account of gestation
with information on the phase associated with each month, features
of fetal development characteristic for this month, and related to
this, dietary and behavioural prescription for the mother. It was part
of an elite literati's library of medical, philosophical, cosmological
and other texts of general interest to a male member of early Han
society. As this text shows, male interest in the female body was
rather limited when it came to medical treatment. In the context of
pregnancy, it consisted of a theoretical understanding of gestation,
significant primarily as a model for cosmic processes of creation and
transformation. Thus a close textual parallel of this account of gestation is found for example in the Huainan;::,i it1¥i r, a syncretic compilation of philosophy and cosmology representative of early Han
philosophical Daoism. 27 In addition to this theoretical description and
the behavioural and dietary prohibitions related to this, the Taichanshu
provides not a single recipe or formula, whether acumoxa or medicinal, to ease women's reproductive burdens. By contrast, the female
body was the subject of lengthy treatises when it came to the literature of sexual cultivation, aimed at finding the most effective way
to 'boost yin and strengthen yang, and therefore investigating the
vagina in particular with an almost clinical detached gaze.
The situation had changed dramatically by the seventh century,
when the Qiaryirifang was composed. Its author, Sun Simiao, might
not have been a practising gynaecologist, or even a physician at all,
but he was obviously intimately familiar with all the important medical classics and had consulted a wealth of theoretical and applied
literature in the compilation of the Qianjirifang, a medical encyclopedia intended most likely as a practical reference work for male heads
of elite households. His confidence in his mastery of the material
was so great that, for the most part, he did not bother distinguishing between his personal writings and quotations from other texts.
Because so many of his sources are no longer extant, it is impossible to determine the extent of his own writing. It is clear from the

27

Huainanzi 7:2.
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proportion and length of entries that Sun considered complex medicinal formulas, intended to gradually restore balance and strength
in the body, to be the apex of medical activity. Moreover, he himself stated explicitly at the beginning of the text that women's reproductive health was the foundation of life and that they needed special
care and attention due to the burdens of childbirth, their emotional
attachments, and the physiological effects of menstruation, all of
which made them ten times more difficult to treat than men. In this
context, the topic of 'nurturing the fetus' was obviously of prime
importance, both out of a paternalistic concern with women's vulnerability and out of the recognition that women's health and successful childbearing were at the root of the health of the family (and
by implication of society and ultimately, of the cosmos). Because of
this, Sun did include the theoretical account of gestation and the
prohibitions found in the Taichanshu, but placed far greater emphasis on two lengthy prescriptions for each month to treat the symptoms likely to occur then. Prohibitions regarding the acumoxa treatment
of the channel associated with nurturing the fetus during each month
were added, most likely originating from Sun's source for the entire
text. The practical value of these acumoxa prohibitions is questionable without accompanying charts to identify the course and important points in each month, but it is possible that Sun considered it
unnecessary to devote too much space to describing their location
as he assumed that his text would be used in conjunction with
acupuncture charts, mingtang tu.
Lastly, the Chanjing quotation in the Ishimpo adds a third layer of
information by including illustrations of the female body for each of
the ten months of pregnancy, as well as more complete descriptions
of the channel course in the accompanying text. It is unlikely that
much, if not any, of this information came from the brush of the
tenth-century Japanese compiler, Tanba no Yasuyori, a practising
court acupuncturist who treated his Chinese sources with great respect
and integrity. The charts here mark this text as intended for direct
clinical application, therefore possibly addressing a more professionalised readership of Japanese physicians that were intent on learning the more advanced arts of Chinese medical practice, of which
acupuncture was considered the most dramatic expression. The female
body in these charts is depicted in stark nudity, which could certainly have been avoided with modest drapes, accessories, or positions, without interfering with the purported goal of depicting the
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course of the channels. However, it can be argued that the depiction of a nude body in the context of acumoxa charts might not
have been as rare or atypical as we might believe, because these
charts are missing in the received literature. In addition, the revealing
posture and lack of clothing offered interested readers a comprehensive impression not only of the acumoxa point locations, but also
of the general development of the fem ale body and the fetus during the ten months of pregnancy, certainly a topic of great relevance
for a practicing physician. The inclusion of elements of channel and
visceral theory marks this text as addressing an educated readership
that was familiar with advanced medical theory, in contrast to the
more popular manuals of acumoxa therapy found at Dunhuang and
in the Huangdi hama jing. In conclusion, the development of yangtai
literature represents the confluence of cosmological and yin-yang theory, rudimentary gynaecological notions, formulary literature, acumoxa charts, and vessel theory, all of which express a growing
awareness of the special needs of women's bodies, especially in the
context of reproduction.
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